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CHARLES E, SCHUMER 

COMMMTEEe: 

SEW YORK." BANKING 
JUDICIARY 

~1afittiI ýR ac S eflatt RULES 

WASHINGTON, DC 20510 

November 14, 2001 

The Honorable Tom Ridge 
Director 
Office of Homeland Security 
The White House, West Wing 
1600 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW 
Washington, DC 20500 

Richard A. Meserve 
Chairman 
Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
Mail Stop TA-13 
Washington, DC 20555 

Dear Director Ridge and Chairman Meserve: 

As you begin the process of bolstering America's security infrastructure, I would like to 

convey my concerns about the vulnerability of New York's nuclear facilities.  

The State of New York is home to six commercial nuclear reactors; two academit: 

research reactors based at Cornell University and Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute; two s, tes 

associated with the Naval Reactors program in West Milton and Schenectady; and the or ly 

commercial nuclear fuel reprocessing facility to ever operate in the United States - the W'est 

Valley Demonstration Project (WVDP).  

All of these facilities are located in close proximity to highly populated residentia I areas, 

and a successful terrorist attack against any one of them would seriously endanger their 

surrounding communities. For example: The James A. Fitzpatrick plant is located seven miles 

northeast of Oswego at Nine Mile Point on Lake Ontario. Within a year, the storage poc is in 

which the plant houses its spent fuel will have reached their maximum capacity, forcing he 

Fitzpatrick plant to place its spent fuel in above-ground dry cask storage. The 900 acre site is 

also the site of two other General Electric boiling water reactor facilities, Nine Mile Poir t I and 

2. The Indian Point plant has two active units in Westchester County's town of Buchana Li. The 

plant is located on 239 acres in the east bank of the Hudson River, just 24 miles north of the New 

York City boundary. In addition, Rochester Gas & Electric's Robert E. Ginna nuclear plint - a 

single unit Westinghouse 2-Loop pressurized water reactor-- is located on Lake Ontario Just east 

of Rochester.  

Recent tests conducted by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission, studies by the Gm neral 

Accounting Office (GAO) and news accounts detailing te vulnerabilities of America's i uclear 

plants and facilities have revealed that they are among the weakest aspects of our natiom,1
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security infrastructure. For example, tests conducted by the NRC since 1992 to evaluate iuclear 

plant antiterrorism measures found 47% of reactors failed to thwart mock terrorist groun( 

attacks.  

Although the implementation of a temporary no-fly zone over nuclear plants was L good 

first step in the effort to improve security, I would like to urge you to explore a number o: other 

measures, such as: 1) the rei-statement of a no-fly zone over nucle I facilities - impleme. ited in 

coordination with the FAA to ensure sensitivity to the concerns of smaller airports - untiI 

adequate steps have been taken to fully address the threat of a potential aerial strike, 2) 

augmenting the authority of the Office of Nuclear Materials Safety and Safeguards (NMS S) and 

the Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation (NRR) to penalize and remedy security deficier cies 

found at nuclear facilities, 3) allowing the NMSS, NRR, or OHS to order the deployment of 

military equipment and personnel to nuclear facilities when threat levels reach a threshold to be 

determined by the Director of the OHS, and 4) ensuring that the level of security at nucle ir 

facilities under the jurisdiction of the DOE and U.S. military is reevaluated and reinforce, 1.  

Finally, I would like to urge the OHS and NRC to bnref the local officials represei iting 

communities located near nuclear sites on what steps are being taken to improve security As the 

likely first responders to any terrorist attack, it is vital that local municipalities are kept ir formed 

about what measures are being taken to improve security around these sites. By keeping local 

communities informed, officials on the ground can better deploy their scarce emergency 

resources in a manner that does not compromise their other public safety responsibilities. In 

addition, the OHS and NRC should review existing evacuation procedures for these facil ties and 

their surrounding areas and ensure that local officials are fully briefed on them.  

While the measures taken to date have been good first steps, we must do more to ensure 

that this vital security need is addressed to the fullest of our nation's capabilities. As a in ember 

of the Senate's Committee on Energy and Natural Resources, I look forward to working, vith you 

to ensure that these needs are met and hope that you will not hesitate to call on me if I ca i be of 

assistance.  

Sincerely, 

Charles E. Schumer 
United States Senator


